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1. Abstract
Complex service-oriented Business-IT systems are difficult to improve locally and
the related challenges contribute to the high rate of 'unsuccessful' IT projects. This paper
discusses the motivation for establishing inter-dimensional traceability and identifies the
enterprise elements and associations that are necessary to analyze and improve. These
issues are addressed here by proposing an 'Adaptive Complex Enterprise' framework for
performance improvement of service-oriented enterprises based on enterprise-level
traceability. This framework allows us to use available modeling, monitoring, simulation
and mining tools for the different aspects of complex enterprise systems in an integrated
fashion based on the enterprise ontology. The resulting traceability across the different
dimensions in a complex enterprise is leveraged through a cycle of continuous
improvement addressing the numerous service Requests with services provided, in turn,
by a large number of associated enterprise elements. This also leads to an integrated
context for decision making. The City Strategic Planning-and-Execution example is used
to illustrate the framework and how it supports continuous improvement using
traceability.
2. Introduction to the Business Problem
Traceability Concepts and its Different Uses

Traditional definitions of traceability and the focus of research have primarily been
on the management of software life-cycle artifacts and the use of various underlying
associations between artifacts and their attributes[1][2][3]. One limitation of all this, from
a Business-IT complex system perspective, is that traditional traceability research has
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focused mainly on the creational phase of software development. Recently, goal-centric
traceability has received attention because it helps in dealing with non-functional
Business-IT requirements[3]. Recognizing the importance of Business-IT alignment, this,
goal-driven requirements engineering has been used to abstract the important
relationships between the multiple business goals and their impact on associations and
actions as in i* [5]. Requirements traceability itself, however, has other issues which has
also prompted research identifying tool gaps and lack of emphasis on pre-Requirement
specification traceability [6].
Other emerging work related to traceability of complex systems is in the context
of ISO20000 (ITIL i [7]) where the traceability of installed configuration items within the
CMDB is critical to the IT services such as incident resolution, problem and change
management, service and operations management. A complementary body of knowledge
in TOGAF stresses the importance of traceability between the conceptual business,
logical system, and physical architecture layers to facilitate their continuous improvement
[8]. That is, the emphasis is on inter-dimensional traceability as discussed in [9].
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Here, realizing that in a complex system improvement is achieved not by simply
creating a new service but by an incremental repetitive process of 'tweaking' different
layers of services to achieve the desired improvement, we focus on traceability between
Planning-and-Execution. (More background on complex IT systems management is in
[9][Error! Reference source not found.].) Thus research focus here extends the goaldirected requirements engineering work further by abstracting the elements and
associations in the Business, Infrastructure, Operations, and Strategy (BioS) dimensions
of complex systems. In particular, we focus on those services that are based on shared
Agents within the infrastructure and contribute to Interactions and overall Goals. In its
essence the questions we ask here are:
•

"How can the BioS performance of a complex system be concurrently improved?"

•

"What existing methods and tools can be integrated to support the required
decision-making for continuous improvement?"

Conceptualization of a Complex System

To answer these research questions we begin with a to-be conceptualization of a
complex service-oriented enterprise as a collection of goal-directed organizations and
sub-organizations (Figure 2) responding to external Requests. We also contrast this with
typical as-is approaches and existing view of services (Figure 1). In the as-is view there
are many service layers each contributing to other services. Note that important valuechain associations are not easy to identify since they are not visible and 'declarative'.
To address this, we propose the Adaptive Complex Enterprise organization view on
the right. Here each organization (and sub-organization) that handles a collection of
Requests is represented in turn as an internal value-chain and cycle of adaptation
characterized as follows:
BioS - Business value achieved through an Information infrastructure enabled
Operations to deliver on Service Strategy.
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The overview of the associations and traceability due to this conceptualization is
illustrated by the Figure 2. Further details of the value-chain associations are given in
Figure 3 at the top with the ontology elements of the value chain given at the bottom.
The underlying definitions of the BioS conceptualization of an Adaptive Complex
Enterprise system are as follows:
•

Non-routine Requests:

We use the term 'Request' to generally refer to

requirements from the customer in a wide range of enterprise business forms custom orders, routine orders, service calls, proposal Requests, new application
requirements, incidents, emergencies, technology changes, defect reports, and
even new product/process requirements. Requests from the customer require a
response. At a high level, Requests can also be generally classified as routine or
non-routine, and each can in turn be of many types. It is important to note that
non-routine Requests have associated requirements that need more knowledgebased responses and routine Requests are typically handled well within existing
enterprise systems.
•

Shared Agents: The responses to non-routine Requests must also enlist the needed
services of underlying business Agents (i.e. internal /external organizations and
workers, primaryii and secondary processes, IT systems and assets). Typically,
each Agent (or a group of Agents) has a certain collection of skills or capabilities
to play different Roles at specific cost. Knowledge Agents are higher cost and
thus often shared. In these cases, an understanding the service requirements of
each Request before assigning tasks becomes more important for effective
processing.

Finally, given the uncertainty in the arrival of Requests, the

availability of the Agents also becomes uncertain. In these circumstances 'triage'
or dynamic assignment based on business rules becomes important. This is one
way in which the responses can adapt to incoming Requests.
•

Coordination and Triage: Request Triage examines the Requests coming into the
organization and classifies the types and requirements and assigns available
resources so that their processing becomes more predictable.

For example,

satisfying a customer service Request may require the use of multiple physical
and electronic resources to produce the deliverable. Although it is simple enough
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to capture a generic Request though the use of an IT system, the actual response
by the organization and all of the required resources may not be known a-priori.
Note that the Request, the executed response, and the deliverable have both
electronic and physical manifestations that have to be kept consistent and
traceable. This element of uncertainty adds a layer of complexity to the overall
system.
•

Interactions and Value Metrics: Transactions and resulting value creation - as in
order fulfillment - are the basis for any business [12] and occur in-the-large.
Transactions also occur in-the-small as for example when the order fulfillment in
turn causes hundreds of data base transactions. Thus transactions represent how
value is added either at the level of an IT service, or at the level of the business
process, or across the supply chain, or across market segments.
Here, we use the word ‘Interaction’ to avoid confusion with many similar words
like 'task', 'transaction' or 'activity' as in database transaction, business transaction,
business activity and so on. Using a single term like "Interaction" also allows us
to think of the organization as a fractal [13]. Finally, an Interaction can represent
and abstract both primary business and revenue generating processes like patient
handling, engineering change, etc. and enabling secondary processes like IT
service support, returns, etc.
Some of Interactions in the organization are in-the-small and others are in-thelarge and business oriented. Interactions therefore form a base or canonical
concept that relates the enterprise activities at all scales. The term dimension is
used group all the stakeholders with the similar time and scale perspectives on an
Interaction.

Specifically, strategy, business and operational performance is

typically viewed in the aggregate or in-the-large. The metrics for all Interaction
instances is aggregated at the type level – either with a Request type in the
strategy and business dimensions or with its Interaction type in the operational
dimension.
•

Planning-to-execution Traceability across BioS dimensions: The end service is
delivered as a result of an interaction of Agents that produce the deliverable. At
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this execution dimension, the metrics is actually captured at an instance level.
Service response metrics to a Request employing other services by shared resources
are also recorded. All results of execution including variations and exceptions are
reported for future improvement.

Also at execution (typically enabled by IT) the

actual value contributions are made in-the-small. These are then aggregated in-thelarge dimensions. Metrics are aggregated and synthesized to reflect performance and
goal achievement trends that provide input into decision-making for the different
BioS stakeholders.
Business Problem Related to Traceability in a Complex System

Most enterprises have several service organizations that are complex. A familiar
example of a complex system includes "Hospital Emergency" where every incoming
patient is a non-routine Request for service. Here the triage nurse makes an initial
assessment of requirements and makes an initial assignment of resources. Resources
change as diagnostics reveal new requirements for additional medical experts.
Another familiar example is a complex organization like the City that is pressured to be
more-and-more service-oriented with fewer resources [14]. The City example used here
has an expanding service area, fluctuating revenue, and a growing population that
combine to place stress on existing response systems.

The Mayor has instituted a

“covenant” that includes a guiding principle that technology will be a key tool to achieve
City objectives and improving service responses. To this end, the City consolidated its IT
operations under Department of Technology (DoT) and began implementing a series of
IT improvements.

Looking to the future, the DoT wishes to develop a plan more

strategically aligned to the City departments - that is DoT's customer.
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Conceptual View of the BioS Value Chain (inner associations) and continuous improvement
of the BioS Value Chain (outer associations)
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Figure 3: Business, Infrastructure use, Operational, and Strategy (BioS) goals, elements, with traceability
associations.

These two examples are systemized in the Adaptive Complex Enterprise ontology
presented next. Before proceeding we use the illustrative examples next to generalize the
reasons why efficiency in a complex system is challenging:
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•

Complex systems cannot be improved through one action alone, many inter-related
actions are required. Further the emergent behavior of such systems is not entirely
predictable.

•

Continuous Improvement of Complex Systems requires detailed monitoring of as-is
performance to achieve to-be improvements. Thus they require on-going traceability
between Request planning and Request execution.

•

The increased difficulty of capturing traceability in processing one-of-a-kind nonroutine Requests which also require multiple agents that are not known a-priori (i.e.
processes that involve humans in the decision-making loop).

•

Difficulty of gathering knowledge insights on how the Agents collectively deliver a
Request / service.

•

Missing monitoring and audit tools that relate operational performance and
performance of shared Agents thus making decisions related to efficiency more
difficult.

These issues are addressed by the research goals here which identify missing methods
and tools for planning-and-execution traceability and provide a solution approach to
better management of complex systems.
Research Contributions to Model-Driven Engineering of Complex Systems

In reality, we have isolated tools that monitor different aspects of elements within
a complex system. However their application to Complex System improvement is not
integrated and well understood. We do not have tools that allow us to understand the
overall behavior of a complex system and manage by objectives. To address this:
•

We present a conceptual modeling framework to identify and associate the elements
of a complex system

•

We use this to identify gaps in tools and methods, and at the same time we use this as
a basis for integrating tools into an integrated monitoring, simulation, intelligence
mining and decision-making tool

•

We will illustrate the methods using the City Strategic Planning and Execution Effort

Thus the overall research objectives met are:
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•

An Enterprise Ontology for conceptualizing Complex systems

•

A Continuous Improvement (CI) method for Complex systems based on an integrated
method and toolset for
o Infrastructure Agent Monitoring using CI Agents that we call observers,
o Simulation,
o Intelligence Mining, and
o Service Interaction(s) performance enhancement
3. Complex System Ontology
Figure 4 illustrates the five types of high-level elements that we assume in any ACE

– BioS goals, Requests (and associated deliverable), Interactions, Service Roles (or Role
Sets), Agents (artifacts, components, etc.) [9][15][16]. Progressing from the top to bottom
these elements represent the enterprise conceptually as follows:
1.

BioS dimensions are the Business, Infrastructure, Operations, and Strategy goals and
stakeholders that are grouped based on performance interests. There can be many
goals and stakeholders in each BioS dimension.

2.

Request (and deliverable) represents the related event from a ‘customer’ that
initiates an Interaction. It also has associated requirements and deliverable details.

3.

Interactions engage agents to execute and 'deliver’ on BioS goals. Interactions are
also abstractions that represent the performance milestones of end-to-end business
processes (and sub-processes) that are ‘executed’ to fulfill the Request.

An

Interaction allows us to measure the customer-facing Service Level.
4.

Service Roles (also Role Set) are the prototypical Agent(s) requirement(s) that are all
needed for the Interaction. These Role Sets are filled by actual Agents at triage. The
actual Agents are ‘part of’ or ‘run on’ the infrastructure. The Role Set and its space
and processing speed needs are thus provisioned by the infrastructure; or else the
Service Roles ‘provide’ services to other Roles. The requirements also identify the
Operating Levels needed of the Agents.
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5.

Infrastructure of Agents: The shared infrastructure consists of the physical machines,
routers, and essential operating software. It also includes software components that
provide information services. We will also place human Agents in this category.
BioS Goals:
IRR or Input Request Rate: Number of Input Requests of a
type queued per time period.

BioS goals
( IRR, ORR, cost,
value)

ORR or Output Response Rate: Number of Requests
serviced per time period.
Cost of achieving the ORR.
Quality of deliverable as perceived by the customer.

Delivers

Requests
(type)

Initiates

Interaction
(# Agents, IRR,
ORR, defects)

1

Executes

Executes

Service Role
(IRR, ORR, S-S)

Runs on

1

Provides

Infrastructure
Agent | component
(cost, S-S)
1

Runs on

Interactions to achieve the ORR and SL.
execution #’s that is performance attributes associated with
Agents - time used, amount used, wait time, and defects.
These are monitored during the Interaction.
Requests (Initiates Interactions and has an associated
deliverable at the end of the interaction).
Instance specific attributes like requirements, customer
details, arrival time, assigned to etc. Also includes
classification like type of requirement, type of customer,
processing needs etc.
Service Role set S-S and OLs.
S-S collection of space and speed of processing attributes:
This collection includes derived attributes such as current
available capacity, cost, monitored actual, projected future
etc. We shall often also refer to these as the S-S nonfunctional attributes. Finally, these are also the attributes that
define the Operating Levels. In addition each Role has its
own IRR, ORR.
Infrastructure Agent | component

S-S - certain processing speed and space (or capacity)
attributes that determine the Request throughput of the
service running on or using it.
For a human Agent the processing speed depends on
knowledge, skills, and training. In addition each Agent has its
own IRR, ORR.
Figure 4: Adaptive Complex Enterprise ontology - elements, associations and example attribute collections.
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The associations in Figure 4 further detail the Planning-and-Execution associations
of the enterprise elements and value chain associations that underlie the different BioS
goals as in Figure 3. Figure 4 is a more detailed view that highlights the associations and
attributes that we want to monitor for traceability along these value chain associations.
The attributes associated with each element above are identified in Figure 4. Starting
from the lowest row, for a service component we have S-S or 'speed and space' collection
of attributes. These attributes can describe any agent. For example, for a human resource
this includes attributes like speed and capacity (which in turn may depend on set up time,
training and so on). This collection of attributes also refers to characteristics of other
types of systems.

Generally speaking, the S-S attributes are also of two types -

intrinsic and extrinsic S-S attributes. The intrinsic S-S attributes are determined by the
characteristics of the Agent.

For a software component example, they are those

determined by running a database service component in a test infrastructure machine
environment, on benchmarks and in isolation. Extrinsic attributes are those S-S attributes
that are affected by business Requests from other elements along associations that we
will explore later. We will henceforth use the function C, as in Cx(S-S), to reflect the
intrinsic and extrinsic S-S values of Agents.
What do S-S attributes convey differently for infrastructure components and service
components? To answer this let us first think of service component X that runs on an
infrastructure component or machine. In its essence the hardware has a certain available
space and is able to process at a certain speed. However, the machine can accommodate
a component such as a data base only if the machine’s available S-S is greater than the
data base own needs or C

database(S-S).

The needed data base S-S also increases with the

number of Requests serviced from different process transactions. To accommodate this
increase the hardware must in turn have the extra needed S-S available. That is, more
generally, the software has a certain fluctuating Cx(S-S) footprint due to extrinsic
circumstances that it needs from the hardware.

The process transaction element and its

attributes introduced next allow us to compute the needed extrinsic S-S values due to
external Requests.
Interaction attributes include #Users, IRR, and ORR.

Here IRRs are incoming

business Requests distinguished from the Request output rate or ORR by the fact that the
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former is initiated and queued by the customer while the latter is the actual number
processed (and could include many internally generated Requests serviced by the lower
level entities).
Finally, Business goal attributes include IRR and ORR costs in addition to
aggregated metrics. Note, in addition to the essential attributes identified above there are
additional attributes that reflect target and actual values for costs and resource S-S used
for processing a Request, and so on.
We can now also introduce specific Service Levels (SL) and Operating Levels (SL).
The SL of an Interaction is reflected by its Request throughput - ORR and quality
attributes. This is in turn achieved by provisioned Agents and their own S-S attributes at
certain ORR Operating Levels (OLs) to achieve business ORR targets.
Finally, we present our formal definition of traceability as the cause-and-effect along
the elements, attributes and associations of the Complex System representation based on
the above ontology.
4. Existing Methods and Tools Gaps
Many different types of tools are available to monitor attribute values related to the
service ontology defined in Figure 4. These are summarized below for background.
Summary of Existing Models, Tools and Gaps
Element type

Functions available and vertical traceability gaps

Examples of applicable methods,
commercial and open source tools

Requests;
Business,
Information use,
Operations, and
Strategy goals

Business applications maintain Request information. With these
Requests, there is information on value provided to the customers
and business. The business value is mainly indicated by the
revenue.

Enterprise data warehousing, CRM,
CSC (Customer Request Logs), and so
on.

IRR, ORR, Cost,
Quality

Gap: Many Interactions may be needed to deliver on a single
Request. Within current enterprise systems it is however difficult
to associate all the Interactions that deliver on the primary Request
and its associated business value. The dynamics of how multiple
organizations can impact each other when Agents are shared is
also difficult to obtain. For example, how do different ORR rates of
interactions and sub-Interactions impact the ORR of the original
Request?
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Interactions
Request type,
IRR, ORR

Agents used to achieve Interaction IRR-ORRs for each type of
Request can be estimated by analyzing the results from the
software applications and assets used.

Time and project management systems
obtain high-level information on the use
of resources; it is difficult to relate this
to the actual Interactions.

Gap: Interaction metrics, that is, how much of the underlying
Roles and capacities were used in the current Interaction and subInteractions? This is difficult to estimate completely since the
Interactions make use of shared resources. Thus the Roles and
capacities for a particular type of Interaction are difficult to isolate.
There is a gap in available technologies for activity-based costing.
Service Roles

Agents SS,
ORR,
Knowledge
needed

Infrastructure
Infrastructure
used, capacity

The tools here monitor the isolated Agent performance and also
help apply knowledge when serving the Interactions in the
operations layer. Many tools have features to identify the IRR and
ORR of a component. Knowledge mining can be used to relate
Agent instance performance within an Interaction.
Gap: The gap is in identifying the Role Set ORR performance
related to a specific Interaction. There is a gap in available
technologies.

The tools/methods in this layer monitor the specific IT
infrastructure components and the traffic between them to give us
the current state (SS) of the system. For example, tools like HPs
SiteScope help in monitoring the performance of distributed IT
infrastructure assets. It is web-based software that provides a
centralized view of the entire infrastructure in real time. The
highlight is that you can gain the real-time information you need to
verify operations, stay apprised of problems and quickly address
bottlenecks in your system. For example, if a database server is
not running and this leads to bottlenecks in the system when the
application server starts issuing Requests to the database server,
the deviation in the performance of the database server can be
identified proactively (during reduced availability itself as opposed
to when the server completely shuts down) Thus the problem can
be diagnosed and corrected early resulting in performance
improvement. This database also serves as the primary point of
accountability for the life-cycle management of information
technology assets throughout the organization. Dynamic
operations monitoring tools are focused on monitoring the live
system while it is in execution and providing that information to the
user to improve the performance of the system.

Component monitoring tools. These
are tools (like the funnel analyzeriv,
database monitoringv, web server
monitoring, etc.). Monitoring of Roles
can be accomplished by tools that
mine/synthesize the overall based on
the performance of Agents contributing
to a Role. On-line training and work
instructions are examples of Role
enabling systems. Starlight is an
example that can relate Agent
performance to Role performance.
Monitoring of IT infrastructure and
operations. InsightETEvi provides
solutions for measuring and
troubleshooting IT system performance
by monitoring flow of information to and
from IT users. It measures availability
and response in real time and helps
track service levels and reduce
outages.
Another example is IBM’s Asset
management solution called Maximo™
Consists of six key management
modules — asset, work, service,
contract, materials and procurement
management

Gap: Maximizing the performance and lifetime value of complex
assets can be done by improving return on assets, decrease cost
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and risk, increase productivity and improve asset-related decision
making. This helps closely align assets with overall business
strategy. However, the ability to relate capacity to the individual
Request types and Request fluctuations that originate business
Interactions is missing. This is needed to have precise
accountability between the capacity and its point of use.

Vertical Traceability Gaps

Generally speaking, the tools/methods identified above allow us to monitor each
Business, Infrastructure, Operations, Strategy dimensions and the constituent Agents
individually. However, they do not allow us to easily relate the use of multiply Agents
vertically to Interactions and BioS goals.

For example, we cannot easily relate the

capacity of an Infrastructure component to the Business Interaction capacity that it
facilitates. This requires a capability to trace Requests across the layers. We refer to this
as vertical or BioS traceability. With this ability we can begin to align capacity and S-S
attributes more closely to fluctuating IRRs and desired ORRs at the business layers.
However, this vertical traceability is missing.

One approach is to dynamically

propagate the identifier attribute of the initiating Request to retain full traceability [18].
Another is to apply data mining strategies (with some starting points in [19][20][21]).
Finally, if this vertical traceability is made available, organizations can also be armed
with predictive knowledge that will allow them to manage by objectives.
Specifically, the tool requirements for vertical traceability area can be divided into 1)
knowledge mining, and 2) predictive capability for continuous improvement. These
categories and their state-of-art are explored further in the table below.
Knowledge mining

Starting with operations monitoring logs from the different
layers of systems we can analyze to gain useful insights into
Operations. For example, these logs can be analyzed using
tools like Starlight which gives a conceptual | visual
understanding of relationships across the layers.
Gaps: The weakness that remains is the fine granularity of
execution traceability needed to truly understand how goal
increments in the higher dimensions will be achieved.

Predictive methods

While system dynamics and simulation tools can help in
analyzing to-be performance based on future needs, there are
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few principles that relate current value to future value of
services. For example, how will increased availability/capacity
actually increase the BioS value of an Interaction?

BioS value are relevant.

Gaps: The theory of service value is missing. For example,
we really do not know why or how retaining certain
architecture options will increase the value of future
Interactions. These sorts of questions need to be answered
for improved EA governance.

The example simulations and knowledge mining illustrate the advantages of
integrating these features and methods.
5. Model-Driven Engineering Environment
The method for achieving an ACE is proposed as a Continuous Improvement (CI)
environment for complex systems based on an integrated method and toolset for:
•

Execution monitoring of Agents using CI Agents,

•

Simulation,

•

Intelligence Mining, and

•

Continuous Service Interaction(s) Improvement.

Execution Monitoring

Using automated or manual instrumentation Continuous Improvement (CI)
Agents determine the IRR/ORR rate for each Agent in the Role Set associated with the
Interactions. Additionally the S-S attribute values are captured at execution using a
variety of monitoring tools mentioned above.
Simulation

We next show how system dynamics tools can use monitored information to
model a specific scenario in the City which receives customer Requests through the
Customer Service Center (also known as the Help Desk). The focus of the simulation is
the traceability of the response path that Requests take. This is of particular interest
because different paths provide different Agents to provision the Interaction at different
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costs. We will show how the simulation provides us with overall throughput rates and
decision-making insights even though the variables are based on average monitored
values.
The simulation is based on Vensimvii where the stock (IRR) and flow (related to
ORR) variables in the diagrams are based on the following key principles:
•

Stock: Any entity that accumulates or depletes over time (IRR).

•

Flow: Rate of change in a stock (determines ORR).
Based on the City case study we identified the following stock-and-flow variables

related to the basic Interaction pattern in Figure 5.
•

Incoming Requests: This is the number or rate of Requests flowing into the
organization.

•

Request queue: This is a stock of all the Requests that have come in and are
waiting in the queue to be executed. If the Requests get executed faster than the
rate at which they arrive then the Requests in the queue will decrease over time.

•

Requests delivered: This is the stock of Requests that were allocated the Agent
resources (infrastructure, people etc) and hence have completed their execution.

•

Execution: This is a flow of Requests from the Request queue to the stage that
they are completed. This flow is affected by the factors like the Agents available
and their productivity.

•

Rework: This is the reverse flow from the Requests that have been completed to
the Requests that are queued.

Some Requests may not have been resolved

correctly (due to lack of skills and knowledge) and hence they come back into the
Request queue. This is affected by variables like error fraction and the average
time to discover errors.
The values of these important variables and flows under consideration are as follows:
Variable name
Incoming Requests Rate
(IRR)
Average time to discover
errors
Help Desk staff
Average Help Desk
productivity

Units
Request
Months

Value/Equation
Initially assumed as 4000 (constant)
based on City data
2

Person (Agents)
Request/(person*Month)

45
50
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system and so on
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% of unresolved Requests

-

Starts from 0.5 and then reduces by
amounts of 0.05, 0.07, 0.1 after 12, 24
and 36 months respectively

Error fraction

-

Is directly equal to the % of unresolved
Requests

As the time passes, the staff
gets better at resolving the
Requests and hence this
value decreases over time
As the % of unresolved
Requests decreases over
time, the error fraction also
reduces by same amount

Aspects of the ontology and the underlying Vensim simulation are illustrated in
Figure 5 and are based on the ontology in Figure 4. The BioS goals are also illustrated in
the top half of Figure 5. The following is an analysis of the City Help Desk and how the
triage pattern was used to simulate the improvement to the throughput of Requests in the
City. We will look at progressive applications of the pattern to make decisions about the
levels of achievable improvement.
Case 1: First, consider the case when all Requests go through the same route in
the Help Desk and there is no classification of the Requests and internal attributes that
reflect the complexity of its requirements. (It is helpful to think of the emergency room
analogy mentioned earlier).
The results of the simulation are in Case 1: Level 0. Here we note that both
routine and non-routine Requests are processed in the same manner. Consequently routine ones take longer to execute and non routine ones not getting executed properly.
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B goal: Reduce resource costs
I goal: reduce wait time
O goal: increase throughput
S goal: customer satisfaction

Delivers

Requests to
the CSC

Initiates

Interaction
(# Agents, IRR,
ORR, defects)

1

Figure 5: Request-Interaction ontology (above) and its corresponding Simulation using Vensim (below).

Intelligence Mining

To improve the performance of this complex system we next ask the questions:
1. What specific types of Requests take longer?
2. Can we identify the non-routine Request characteristics and resources to improve
throughput?
3. How can we improve throughput of the Interactions, keeping the resource
numbers the same?
The first two questions are not directly answered by the simulation but by the
execution details of individual Requests. For this we need a different technology which
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can help us in analyzing each individual Requests, the correlations between the different
elements and their attributes, and identify any trends. We can use the tool Starlight
(developed by Battelle) for this purpose. Starlight ingests large quantities of data and
generates visualizations of structured values, conditioned with color and shape in a
manner that make data easy to interpret, analyze and gain effective insights. For example,
in the case of the City Help Desk we could ask interesting questions like :
•

Which Requests have which non-routine attributes that are taking the longest time
and which Agent assignments do they receive as they go through triage?

•

If there are maximum errors or delays in the Requests serviced by a particular
Role, then does that indicate misclassification at triage or perhaps even the need
for another potential triage level to be added?

•

Do these Requests cluster around specific non-routine characteristics?
A related example is shown below using helpdesk data. Figure 6 shows an

example of the many interesting views called ‘Link Array view’ generated using Starlight.
Here the interrelationships among the properties like RoleName, BrowserType and
ErrorCount for the different requests coming into the helpdesk are visible.
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Figure 6: Starlight example with Office of Information Technology, OSU helpdesk data

With such visualization we can begin to get insights like:
•

Which roles (Student/Admin/Other) encounter how many errors? This could
identify the potential (training or quality) problems in the sections of the system
that could in-turn merit system specific triage rules.

•

Which browser types have the most errors? Could indicate an incompatibility
with browser types - an incident that can be quickly resolved at Level 0.

With this type of intelligence we can next ask if we can simply classify incoming
Requests into routine (standard or regular) and non routine (non standard) ones to get an
advantage in terms of response time and performance. This leads us to the simulation
case 2.
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Case 2: In Figure 6 we add a new level 1 of triage, with the Requests now being
classified as routine and non-routine. The stocks and flows in Figure 5 are retained but
the following changes take place for the Level 1 triage variables as in the following table.
The Requests are now classified as routine and non-routine on the basis of the
average Request complexity. Requests of higher complexity move to the path that
assigns higher skills commensurate with request complexity. As the execution of
Requests is now separate, we have separate staff and productivity variables for both
Request types. This also reflects the distinction between the types of resources that are
assigned to work on particular Requests. As Requests are explicitly classified into new
categories, the Agents servicing the Requests should be of appropriate type (e.g. staff
skill and experience level). From the City case study, we know that this does not hold
because requestors often bypass the Help Desk and directly contact higher level staff
about Requests without evaluation of the Requests. This is problematic because higher
cost resources are being drawn in to work on less complex Requests. In this triage
scenario, the Requests of higher complexity are now explicitly moved up to level 1 (and
higher levels in subsequent scenarios).
The error fraction now gets influenced by not only the unresolved Requests but
also the misclassified Requests for example a non routine Request which got triaged as
routine and hence did not get executed correctly and landed back totally or partially as a
new Request in the Request queue. The 'total Requests delivered' is an additive variable
that adds the Requests serviced at all layers. Thus the values of the important variables
and flows under consideration for Level 1are now as follows:
Variable name
Incoming Requests

Units
Request

Average time to
discover errors

Months

Value/Equation
Initially assumed as 4000
(constant) based on City data
1.25

Help Desk staff

Person

30

L1 (level 1) staff

Person

15
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Rationale
Since there is at least one level of triage
the average time to discover errors
reduces since now the Requests are
matched and executed so errors can be
discovered earlier
The total staff from fig 5 to fig 6 should
remain same since no additional
resources should be added. So 15 staff
members are moved from the Help Desk
to the next level for handling more
complex Requests
Same as above

21

Average Help Desk
productivity

Request/(person*Month
)

60

Average L1 productivity

Request/(person*Month
)
-

60

% of misclassified
Requests

-

Error fraction

-

Starts from 0.35 and then
reduces by amounts of 0.05,
0.07, 0.1 after 12, 24 and 36
months respectively
Is equal to the sum of the above
2 percentages

% of unresolved
Requests

Starts from 0.4 and then
reduces by amounts of 0.05,
0.07, 0.1 after 12, 24 and 36
months respectively

The productivity increases from fig 5 to
fig 6 since the staff is now getting those
Requests that it is more capable of
handling
As the time passes, the staff gets better
at resolving the Requests and hence this
value decreases over time. Also the
initial value decreases from 0.5 in fig 5 to
0.4, since the addition of one triage level
leads to better servicing of Requests
since right Requests go to the right
people to some extent and thus the
unresolved Request% decreases
Similar rationale as for unresolved
Requests. This variable did not exist in
fig 5 since there was no triage and
hence no question of misclassification
As the above percentages decrease
over time, the error fraction also reduces
by same amount

Figure 6: Triage at the Customer Service Center - simple 1-level model
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Case 1: Level 0
Case 2: After adding Level 1

Figure 7: Before and after the addition of Level 1 triage.
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The simulation in Figure 7 supports the hypothesis that the Help Desk
productivity would improve from what it was without the Level 1 triage since the Help
Desk staff is going to handle fewer Requests and also specifically those routine Requests
that it is capable of handling instead of being overwhelmed with all the Requests that
need higher skills.

The graphs illustrate a throughput improvement of about 8% (from

8050 to 8710 Requests).

Figure 8: Triage at the Customer Service Center - 2-level model

Continuous Service Interaction(s) Improvement.

Continuous Service Interaction Improvement questions now become:
•

How much further can we improve throughput of the Interaction?

•

How can we further identify the non-routine Request characteristics to do better?

Case 3: With new intelligence about Request and Agent execution metrics we can
develop better triaging rules and explore whether the BioS goals can be better achieved
with additional Level 2, Level 3, Level 4 etc. for continuous improvement.
We choose to illustrate this through re-applying the pattern to an example where
the stock and flows that were modeled in Level 1 triage are simply extended to
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accommodate 2 new levels of triage. The hypothesis at Level 2 triage is that the Level 1
productivity (Figure 6) would improve since the Level 1 Agents are going to handle
fewer Requests and also specifically only those Requests that they are capable of
resolving. However it may still not be the most optimal since there are only 2 levels of
triage and some Requests could come here and still they may not have an appropriate
level dedicated to service them.
This sort of insight and goal validation is achieved by monitoring the actual
execution - using the CI agents - to 1) validate the variables used in the simulation and 2)
see if other new information is arising from the individual Requests and Interactions.
In the City example the mined Request classification levels at the Help Desk
corresponded to:
•

Level 0: Incident Requests dealing with passwords, move, add, change etc.

•

Level 1: Incidents not reproducible or requiring more skills.

•

Level Projects:

staff managers for large projects (not including the project

implementation resources)
•

Level 3: Reproducible failures with networks, software etc.

•

Level EA: staff addressing Special small service projects.
At this point it is important to note that the skills at Level 1 triage are not always

adequate to do more advanced classification and triaging. Hence the triage cannot be
made into 5 levels from the start. The helpdesk agents just possess enough knowledge to
triage the requests into routine versus non routine. Similarly, the level 1 staff knows just
enough about the request to know if it can handle it on its own (level 1 queue) or if it
needs to be escalated (level 2). It is at the level 2 of the triage that the agents are
knowledgeable enough to know if it can handle the request on its own, or if it needs to be
triaged further. Thus, the Level 2 triage in Figure 8 is actually expanded with nested subtriage levels as in Figure 9. This also requires more attributes to be used in characterizing
the request and associated skill level to actually apply the triaging. Thus the Level 2
triage needs more experienced engineers.
The values of the important variables and flows are now as follows:
Variable name
Incoming Requests

Units
Request

Average time to discover

Months

Value/Equation
Initially assumed as 4000
(constant) based on City data
1
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Rationale
Since there more levels of triage, the
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errors

Help Desk staff

person

6

L1 (level 1) staff
L2 (level 2) staff
EA staff
Project staff
L3 (level 3) staff
Average Help Desk
productivity

person
person
person
person
person
Request/(person*Month)

10
10
2
12
5
120

Average L1 productivity
Average L2 productivity
Average EA productivity
Average project productivity
Average L3 productivity
% of unresolved Requests

Request/(person*Month)
Request/(person*Month)
Request/(person*Month)
Request/(person*Month)
Request/(person*Month)
-

100
100
(1/6)/2
1
10
Starts from 0.3 and then
reduces by amounts of 0.05,
0.07, 0.1 after 12, 24 and 36
months respectively

% of misclassified Requests

-

Error fraction

-

Starts from 0.3 and then
reduces by amounts of 0.05,
0.07, 0.1 after 12, 24 and 36
months respectively
Is equal to the sum of the
above 2 percentages
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average time to discover errors
reduces since now the Requests are
matched and executed so errors can
be discovered earlier
The total staff from fig 7 to fig 8
should remain same since no
additional resources should be added.
So only 20 remain at this level while
the others move to the next levels for
handling more complex Requests
Explained above
Explained above
Explained above
Explained above
Explained above
The productivity increases from fig 7
to fig 8 since the staff is now getting
those Requests that it is more
capable of handling
Similar as above
Similar as above
Similar as above
Similar as above
Similar as above
As the time passes, the staff gets
better at resolving the Requests and
hence this value decreases over time.
Also the initial value decreases from
0.35 in fig 7 to 0.3 in fig 8, since the
addition of one triage level leads to
better servicing of Requests since
right Requests go to the right people
to some extent and thus the
unresolved Request% decreases
Similar rationale as for unresolved
Requests.
As the above percentages decrease
over time, the error fraction also
reduces by same amount

26

Figure 9: Case 3 and Multi-level triage to improve request throughput.
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The resulting simulation gives us the final table to illustrate the predicted achievement of
BioS goals based on four levels of Request complexity that existed.
Case 3 Simulation Results
Level of triage

Improvement (%)

Throughput
(number of Requests delivered in 60
months)

Level 0 (no triage)

8050

NA

Level 1

8710

8.2%

Level 2

10865

24.7%

Nested triage

12408

14.2% better than level 2

(level 2 triaged into 4 levels)

42.5% better than level 1

6. Conclusions and Future Research
This example with real-world basis illustrates that the monitoring-simulationmining-continuous improvement methodology based on the enterprise ontology shows
that:
1) The use of the triage levels based on the classification of Request attributes
internal to the Request can be used to improve throughput and identify the SLs
achievable while maintaining the level of resources.
2) The SLs are predicted based on OLs attributes used as productivity numbers
and so on.
3) If we mine the Requests for variation, we can dynamically triage these to direct
them to receive the Agent services that, in turn, show performance improvement.
Thus we can begin to predict improvements based on mined knowledge, identification of
new skills, additional Request classification levels and eventually making the nonroutine Requests more routine in their processing.

The

challenges

that

remain

in

generalizing the methodology for managing the Adaptive Complex Enterprise based on
objectives can now be identified.
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Insights from Vertical Traceability

Assuming that we can capture all the information needed to build the associations
and traceability among the elements of an enterprise above, what types of knowledge can
we mine for decision making in the real-world?

What integrated model-driven

engineering tools and 'dashboard tools' can we build? What types of ACE objectives can
we manage?
To answer these questions, we note that with the underlying ACE ontology presented
above and the resulting vertical traceability, we can develop run-time tools and an
integrated ACE environment that:
•

Integrates business and system simulation tools to better pin-point Interactions
needing improvement to meet Goals,

•

Monitors Interaction between Business users and IT services in order to predict
desired SLs and Agent capacity requirements without needing human intervention,

•

Identifies Agent service improvements that meet OLs and better relate to
stakeholder Goals,

•

Identifies achievable OL performance in the context of the target environment and
architecture,

•

Provide trade-offs and costs associated with improving different Roles and Role
sets,

•

Quantifies the impact of a new services to be deployed into an existing
environment, and

•

Extends traceability, through mining and simulation capability, to new
applications such as availability, and security.

We have provided a conceptual starting point for model-driven engineering with the
above features along with a toolset for continuous improvement across BIOS.
Future Research

The immediate next step for research in this area is the development of a
prototypical dashboard which is able to monitor and suggest improvements across
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dimensions. Detailed requirements have to be developed starting with a standard XML
based form for representing data that is shared between tools. The long term research is
related to field deployment using Web Services as a way to implement CI Agents that
provide enterprise wide visibility.
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